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	If you need to know it for the next-generation GMAT, it’s in this book. Cracking the New GMAT, 2013 Edition has been completely revised and updated for the changes coming to the new GMAT in June 2012. It includes:

	 

	   • Access to 2 full-length practice tests

	   • Tons of sample problems and drills in the book covering all 4 GMAT sections, plus more extra practice on the companion web site

	   • Step-by-step instruction on the new GMAT question types: table analysis, graphics interpretation, multi-source reasoning, and two-part analysis

	   • Thorough review of all tested topics, including data sufficiency, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, sentence correction, reading comprehension, critical reasoning, and more
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Twilight and Philosophy: Vampires, Vegetarians, and the Pursuit of Immortality (The Blackwell Philosophy and Pop Culture Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
The first look at the philosophy behind Stephenie Meyer's bestselling Twilight series
    Bella and Edward, and their family and friends, have faced countless dangers and philosophical dilemmas in Stephenie Meyer's Twilight novels. This book is the first to explore them, drawing on the wisdom of philosophical heavyweights to...
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Textile Werkstoffe für den Leichtbau: Techniken - Verfahren - Materialien - Eigenschaften (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	Textile Werkstoffe bergen ein extrem vielfältiges Potenzial an Eigenschaften. Daher sind sie häufig Träger und Treiber für innovative, ressourceneffiziente Leichtbau- und High-Tech-Anwendungen. Experten der Textiltechnik vermitteln in dem Band Grundlagen- und Spezialwissen über die Textil- und Konfektionstechnik,...
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Beginning Android C++ Game DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Beginning Android C++ Game Development introduces general and Android game developers like you to Android's powerful Native Development Kit (NDK). The Android NDK platform allows you to build the most sophisticated, complex and best performing game apps that leverage C++.  In short, you learn to build professional looking...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2017 and AutoCAD LT 2017Sybex, 2016

	The bestselling guide to AutoCAD, updated and expanded for the AutoCAD 2017 release

	
		Mastering AutoCAD 2017 and AutoCAD LT 2017 is the premier guide to the world's leading CAD program. With clear explanation, focused examples, and step-by-step instruction, this guide walks you through everything you need to...
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The Inside Text: Social, Cultural and Design Perspectives on SMS (The Computer Supported Cooperative Work Series)Springer, 2005
Mobile phones and the short-text messaging service (SMS or “text”) in particular
are new social phenomena, much marvelled at and much commented upon (See
Brown et al, 2002; Katz & Aakhus, 2002; Ling, 2004). This success is said to be
because mobiles allow new levels of micromanagement in an age of fraught and...
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Droid 2 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2010

	Don’t be fooled: Just because the Droid 2 is a smartphone doesn’t mean
	that it’s harboring some form of insidious intelligence. There’s no alien
	brain in the device. It isn’t going to take over the world, though it can intimidate
	you — that is, until you understand and accept that it’s your...
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